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1. Introduction
In the paper Favini-Yagi [8], the notion of multivalued linear operator was
introduced as a tool providing a new approach toward the degenerate linear
evolution equations with respect to the time derivative.
Consider, for example, an abstract degenerate equation
d(Mv)ldt+Lv=f(t),
in a Banach space X> where M and L are linear operators in X. If we change
the unknown function v=v(t) to u=Mv(t), then (D-E.l) is written in a non-
degenerate form
duldt+AuW
using an operator A=LM~1. Of course, A is no longer a univalent operator but
conserves linearity in a multivalued sense, that is, A is a multivalued linear opera-
tor in X (cf. the Definition in Section 2). It is generally true that the degenerate
linear evolution equations with respect to the time derivative are rewritten into
non degenerate equations in such a way using multivalued linear operators.
This fact then leads us naturally to consider a problem of generalizing the
well developed results concerning the ordinary linear evolution equations with
univalent coefficient operators to those with multivalued operators and to in-
tend handling the degenerate equations by means of analogous techniques to non
degenerate ones. We have already devoted ourselves in [8] to showing that
this generalization is the case for the parabolic linear equations. This paper is
then devoted to establishing a multivalued version of the Hille-Yosida genera-
tion theorem of linear semigroup in a Banach space.
We shall prove, in fact, in Section 3 that a multivalued linear operator A
in a Banach space X generates, under the Hille-Yosida condition on —A, a
linear semigroup e~tA, ί>0, on X. On the space 3){A), e~iΛ is seen to be a C
o
-
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semigroup. On the space £D(A) +A0, e"tA^X(^)(A)+AQi) defines a semi-
group of bounded operators, and e~tΛ, £>0, vanishes entirely on AQ. On the
whole space X9 however, we can not give any sense to e~
tA
 at each point £>0,
we can only see that Γ e"^τ)Λf(τ)dτ is defined for every ft=L\(0,T); X), 0 <
Jo
Γ<oo, that is, e~tΛ defines on X a distribution semigroup the notion of which
was introduced by J.L. Lions [12]. (Or we can equally consider that e~tA de-
fines an integrated semigroup on X in the sense due to Arendt [1,2].) When
X is reflexive, it is verified that the Hille-Yosida condition implies X=2)(A)Jr
AO.
As a nonlinear version of the Hille-Yosida theory, we know the theory of
nonlinear semigroup, c.f. Barbu [16] or Miyadera [22], But our semigroups do
not seem to consist in the nonlinear semigroups, although the generators of non-
linear semigroups are generally multivalued operators. Because, as was notic-
ed above, the semigroup e~tΛ generated by a multivalued linear operator A defines
only the usual C0-semigrouρ on the space W(A)9 and therefore the generator
must be a univalent operator in 3){A) quite differently from that of the non-
linear semigroup. In addition, the nature of multivalue of A seems to be far and
away more regular than that of the generator of a nonlinear semigroup (cf. the
property (ii) in Section 2). While we may utilize some techniques devised in
the nonlinear semigroups for the multivalued operators.
The generation theorem of semigroup will be applied in Section 4 to ab-
stract degenerate equations of the following three types
m π *Λ \Mduldt+(D-E. 3)4
U(O) = UQ ,
d(Mv)ldt+Lv=f(t),
M*d(Mv)ldt+Lv = M*f(t),
W0,
u = Mf(t)y
in a Hubert space X((D-E.l) being already introduced above). Here, M and
L denote linear operators in X, f(t) denotes a given function, u0 is an initial
value, and u and v are unknown functions. Changing the unknown functions
to u=Mv(t) in (D-E.l and 2), every equation is reduced to an equation of the
form (E). In fact, multivalued linear operators in (E) are respectively LM~ι,
{M*γιLM~ι and M~ιL. We shall then investigate, in each case, sufficient con-
ditions on M and L in order that the multivalued operator satisfies the Hille-
Yosida condition and that it generates a semigroup on X. As a result, we shall
obtain some existence and uniqueness theorems of the strict solutions for (D-E.
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1,2 and 3), i.e. solutions v and u such that Mv, ι/eC1([0,T]; X), via the semi-
groups. (We may note that in (D-E.2 (resp. 3)) it is not essential that the mem-
ber in the right hand side of the equation is M*/(ί) (resp. Mf(t)). It will be
seen in a certain general case that M*f(t) (resp. Mf(t)) can be replaced by a
general function g(t).)
Favini studied in [7] the strict solutions of the equations (D-E.l and 3) on
the basis of a device concerning an operational equation due to Da Prato-Grisvard
[3], but his assumptions are rather different from ours since his result covers
mainly more general cases when the multivalued linear operators determined
above do not generate semigroups in our sense. Povoas studied in [14] the
strong solutions of the equations quite similar to (D-E.2), also making use of
Da Prato-Grisvard [3] her assumptions seem to be closely related to ours.
Zaidman recently obtained in [15] some uniqueness result of the strict solution
of the equation (D-E.3).
Some examples will be given in Section 5. Hyperbolic differential equa-
tions of degenerate type with respect to the time derivative, especially nonlinear
ones, appear often in applied mathematics and have attracted interest of many
mathematicians, c.f. J.L. Lions [21], Carrol-Showalter [17], Fattorini [19] etc.
The author believes that our method of using the semigroup will provide a new
technique in the study of these equations.
NOTATIONS. X denotes a Banach space (or a Hubert space in Section 4)
with the norm \\ \\
x
. An operator A:X->2X is called multivalued operator in
X, the domain of A is a set ΪD(A)= { « e l ; AuΦφ} and the range of A is Sl{A)
= U Au. -C{X) is the space of all bounded linear operators on X equip-
3){A)
ped with the unifom operator norm denoted by ll#lljχχy Let 0 < Γ < o o ,
LP((O,T); X), 1 <p<oo9 is the space of measurable functions/ with values in X
for which ||/( )ll& are integrable in (0, T); L%in((0, oo); X)y ί<ρ<oo9 is a space
of measurable functions / defined in (0, oo) such t h a t / e Π Lp((0,T);X).
0<2»<o*
0, T]; X) (resp. £*([(), T]; X)) is the space of continuous (resp. continuously
differentiable) functions on [0,Γ] with values in X;C([0, °o);.ΛΓ) (resp. C\[0,
oo); X)) stands for the space Π £([0, T] X) (resp. Π C\[09 T] X)).
0<2»<«» 0<2»<«
ACKNOWLEGEMENT. The author is indebted very much to Professor A.
Favini for his valuable suggestion and advice to this work. He is also indebted
to Professor G. Da Prato for suggesting that the semigroup in Theorem 3.3
is a distribution semigroup.
2. Multivalued linear operators
Let X be a Banach space. We define, as was done in [8,Sec.2]:
DEFINITION. A mapping A from X into 2X is called a multivalued linear
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operator if the domain £)(A)={u&X: AuΦφ} is a linear subspace of X and
if A satisfies:
jAu+Av(zA(u+v) for U,
\χAuc:A(Xu) for λ e
Let A be a multivalued linear operator in J5Γ. The following basic pro-
perties of A are then immediate consequences of the definition (see [8, Sec. 2]):
(i) Au+Av=A(u+v) for u,vtΞ£)(A)\ and xAu=A(Xu) for U<ELS){A) if
λΦO.
(ϋ) AO is a linear subspace; and, for u^Φ(A), Au=f+A0 with any f&Au
(in particular, 4^ is univalent if and only if -40= {0}).
(iii) The resolvent set p{A) oίA is an open set of C and the resolvent (λ—Ay 1
is a holomorphic function in p(A) with values in X(X). (The resolvent set is
defined as a set of all numbers λ G C for which λ—A has a univalent and bound-
ed inverse on the whole space X.)
(iv) The resolvent equation
(λ-^)-1-^-^)-1 = -(\-μ)(\-A)-ι(μ-A)-1 for \μ^p(A)
holds.
In the class of multivalued linear operators we can always consider their
inverses, that is, we have:
Theorem 2.1. The inverse A"1 of a multivalued linear operator A is also
multivalued linear. f&Au if and only if u^A'ιf.
For the proof, see [8, Theorem 2.3].
This result seems to be proper to the multivalued linear operators. Next
one is also a proper result and plays, in fact, a very important role in the sub-
sequence:
Theorem 2.2. For\^p(A)9
A(X-A)-13 χ(χ-A)'1-13 (λ-^)- 1 ^
in particular, {X—A)"1 A is univalent on 3)(A) and (X—AyιAu=(X—Ayιf
with anyf&Au.
For the proof, see [8, Theorem 2.7].
Let B be another multivalued linear operator. The product AB of two
multivalued linear operators are defined by
[W{AB) = {v tΞW{B) Bv Π W{A) * φ}
\ABv= U AU.
U<ΞBVC\£)(A)
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Theorem 2.3. The product AB is a multivalued linear operator. f^ABv
if and only if there is some u^3)[A) Π Sί(B) such thatf^Au and u^Bv.
Proof. The second assertion is obvious by the definition. Let
(ι'=l,2); there are Ui^S)(A)Γ[3ί(A) such that/;€i4tt, and ui^Bvi (z=l,2);
since f^+f^Afa+u^ and U1+U2EΞB(V1+V2), f
ι
+f2^AB(vι+v2). Similarly,
Xfς=AB(Xv) if f^ABv.
It is easy to observe from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 that
(AB)'1 = B~ιA~ι.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving some decomposition theorem
of X for the multivalued linear operators A satisfying the condition:
(R) The resolvent set ρ(A) contains a real half line (— oo, β) (— oo</3<oo),
and the resolvent satisfies there an estimate
(2.1) Mx-ArWjw^Miw-βU \<β,
with some constant M.
Theorem 2.4. Let a multivalued linear operator A satisfy (R) with some
β. Then the sum X
o
 of the two closed subspaces 3)(A) and AQ is a topologically
direct sum in X, and X
o
 is a closed subspace of X.
Proof. Let us first notice that AQ is a closed subspace; indeed, A0=
(λ
o
-,4)0=kernel of fa-Ay^XiX) for \0<β. To verify ~W(A)r)AO=iO},
we need:
Lemma 2.5. For integers n>—β, put J
n
=n(n+Ay1=(l+n"1A)"1. Then,
as n->oojjn converges to the identity strongly on
Proof of lemma. Let u^3)(A)\ according to Theorem 2.2, (J
n
—ί)u=
—(n-\-Aγιf with any f^Au; therefore, J
n
u->u in X follows from (2.1). The
assertion is then verified from the uniformly boundedness of the norms ll/nll_£πn
forw>—β.
Completion of Proof. Let f^£)(A)Γ[AQ; as n->oo, J
n
f->f\ on the other
hand, f^AO implies that J
n
f=0 for all n; hence /must be 0, i.e. £)(A)ΓiA0 =
{0}. Consider now g^W(A) and h^AO; since J
n
(g+h)=J
n
g->gy we have:
\\g\\
x
<lim HΛte+A) | |
z
^M| |^+A| |
z
; as a consequence,
these shwo that the two projections from X
o
 onto 3)(A) and onto A0 are con-
tinuous. Let us finally verify that X
o
 is closed in X. Consider sequences g
n
&
and h
n
^A0 and assume that g
n
+K~+f m X a s n-+oo then, as was proved
above, this implies that£
Λ
(resp. h
n
) is a Cauchy sequence in 3)(A) (resp. in
so that, f=g+heW(A)+AQ=X0.
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When X is a reflexive Banach space, we obtain a stronger result:
Theorem 2.6. When X is reflexive, the Condition (R) implies X~3){A)-\-
Proof. Let / be an arbitrary element in X. Since ||/
Λ
/||*, n>—β, are
uniformly bounded from (2.1), it is possible to choose a subsequence J
n
J which
is weakly convergent to an element g; g lies in Φ{A) since J
n
f^3){^) (note
that 3){A) is weakly closed). On the other hand, consider a weak limit h
of the sequence (1—J
Λk)f; since Lemma 2.5 yields that (λ0—A)~\l—Jn)f=
(1—Jn) (X0—A)"lf->0 as rc-^oo, we obtain that (λ0—Ay1 h=0 with any λo</3
(note that (λ0—A)"1 is continuous even in the weak topology); therefore, h&AO.
Since f=J
n
f+{\-Jn)f, clearly f=g+h<=X0.
3. Semigroups and Evolution Equations
Let A be a multivalued linear operator in a Banach space X. Let A sa-
tisfy the condition of Hille-Yosida type:
(H-Y) The resolvent set ρ(A) contains a real half line (—°°,/3), —
and there the estimate
(3.1) l l ( λ - ^ H I ^
z ) ^ M / | λ - / 3 Γ , λ</3, w=l,2,3,...
holds with some constant M>0.
Under (H-Y) we shall construct a semigroup e~tA generated by —A, and
shall establish the existence and uniqueness of a strict solution of an evolution
equation
(duldt+AuΞBf(t)y 0<:t<T,U
in X.
For integers n>—βy we define the Yosida approximation An of A by
A
n
 = n-nil+n-'A)-1 = n-n\n+A)~ι.
By a direct calculation it is verified that p(A
n
)z^(— °°,β
n
) with β
n
=nβ/(n+β),
and that
(3.2) (χ-Attr = ^ + ( - \ - ) 2 ( ^ - - A Y \ X<βnin>-β.X—n \n—\/ \n—X '
In addition we have:
Lemma 3.1. As n->oo} the the resolvent (X—A^~l converges to (X—A)"1
in X(X) for any X<β. Moreover, if u^3){A) and 3}(A)nAuΦφ3 then
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3)(A) Π Au always consists of a single point and the Yosida approximation A
n
u con-
verges to the point in X.
Proof. The first assertion is immmediate from (3.2). Let U^L3)(A) and let
gi> g2^3){A) Π Au^Fφy then it follows from the Theorem 2.4 (of course, (H-Y)
implies the Condition (R)) that g
x
 —g2 e3){A) Π A0= {0}, hence gx =g2. Let then
W{A) Π Au= {g}. Theorem 2.2 jointed with Lemma 2.5 then yields that, as
n-*oo,
A
n
u = n{\-(n+A)~ι}u = n(n+Ayιg-*g in X.
Since A
n
 are bounded operators on X, the semigroups e~tΛ* for n>—β are
given by
e
-tA
u = e
-ntenHn^-h = r»t fj
* = 0
An immediate consequence of (3.1) is that
Convergence results of these semigroups are described separately in the subspace
X0 = ^)(A)+A0 and on the whole space X. We first prove in the subspace Xo:
Theorem 3.2. For each t>0, e~tAn converges, as n-^oo9 to a bounded oper-
ator e~tA^-C(X0) strongly on Xo; and the convergence is, on the subsapce
uniform in t on any finite interval [0, ϊ 1 ] . e'tA defines a semigroup on X
o
 with an
estimate \\e~tΛ\\jχχ \<Me~βt, and is strongly continuous for 0<£<°o. Moreover,
e~
tA
 satisfies: e~tA—Pe~tA—e~tAP for t>0, where P denotes the projection from XQ
onto S)(A); therefore e~iA defines a C
o
 semigroup on 3){A) and, on the other hand,
vanishes on AOfor every t>0.
Proof. Set Y={u^3){A)\ 3){A) f]Au+φ}y and let us consider first the
proof on Y. Since we have:
V ^t-^Am
e
-
TA
n(A
m
-A
n
) udτ ,
it follows from Lemma 3.1 that, if «G Y, then e~tAnu is convergent in X. Obvi-
ously the convergence is uniform in t on any interval [0, T], For an element g
in 3)(A), we approximate it by the element in Y; in fact, put u
n
=n
2(n+A)~2g.
Then, since — nu
n
-\-n2(n-\-A)"λ g^Au
n
, u
n
^ Y; in addition, from Lemma 2.5 it
follows that u
n
-^g in X. This then provides the same result of convergence
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of e~tA»g. Since e~tA»g^S)(A), the limit remains in 3){Λ). Let us now take an
element h in AQ. h^AO implies that (n+Ayιh=§ for all n>—β; so that
e~
tA
»h=e~nth; hence e~tA»h->0 in X for t>0. Finally, since all the elements
can be written f=g-{-h uniquely with g^3)(A) and h^A0> we conclude
the strong convergence of e~tA» on the subspace X
o
. As this strong limit, we
define a linear operator e~tA for t>0. It is now easy to see that these £~Me
~C(X0) define a semigroup on Xo and satisfy all the desired properties.
On the whole space, however, we do not know in general whether e~tA» is
strongly convergent or not. It is only possible to prove a weaker result. Denote
by £fin((0, <*>); X) the space of functions in (0, oo) which belong to ^((O, T); X)
for any T< oo. For/eLf i n((0, oo) X) we consider an integral operator given by
(*-"•*/)(*) = P e-«-r)A"f(τ)dτ , 0 < ί < o o , n>-β .
Jo
Clearly e ~tA»*f is a continuous function on [0, oo) with values in X> and is esti-
mated by
(3.3) \\(e-'A»*f)(t)\\
x
<M P e-<'-τ>'»||/(τ)Mτ , 0 < ί < o o .
Jo
We then prove:
Theorem 3.3. For eachf^L]in((0, oo); X), e~tA»*f converges, as n^ooi to
a continuous function [/*/^£([0, oo) 3){A)) uniformly on any finite interval
[0, T], The mapping C/* is then a linear operator from Z,fin((0, oo); X) to C{[Q,
oo); W(A)) with an estimate
(3.4) \\{U*f){t)\\
x
<M P e-^^\\f(r)\\
x
dr , 0<t<oo .
Jo
Proof. Let us first consider the case vrhenf^C\[09 oo); X). Fix a num-
ber λ
o
< Min{/3M; n> —β}. Since λ o e Π ρ(An), we can write:
n>-β
= λ0
= λ0 P β - t t - M ^ - ^ . ) - 1 ^ ) ^ - P de~('~TJo Jo 9 τ
By intgtration by parts it amounts to
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According to Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, e"tA»{\^—At)"l-^e"t-A{^-r'A)"1
strongly on X and uniformly on any finite interval of t. Therefore we conclude
that e~~tA«*f converges to a function
(U*f)(t) = λ0 (
JO
Γ e-^\X0-A)-ίf\r)dτ.Jo
Obviously the convergence is uniform on any finite interval of t> and [/*/ is in
0, oo); ΪZpΓ)). The estimate (3.4) is obtained from (3.3). Let us now con-
sider the case when/is a general function in Llin((Of oo); X), But the proof is
immediate if we notice (3.3) and a fact that ^([O, T];X) is a dense subspace in
^((0, Γ);Z)forany Γ<oo.
Up to now we used t/* to denote a linear operator without considering what
U itself means. Let us observe here that U can be interpreted as a distribution
semigroup generated by —A. In fact, let φ^C^(R). Then, for
{Γ e-iAnφ(t)dt}f= Γ e^τ-^
Jo Jo
where φ(i)—0 for all t>T. So that there exists a limit in X
<U,
Ψ
yf=\\m{\" e-*A»φ{t)dt}f
»-*<» Jo
with
Ϊ e-»\φ{t)\dt\\f\\χ.
This U is then a distribution with values in -C{X)> and t / = 0 for £ < 0 . Since
the semigroup property of e~tΛ* implies that
Γ e-
tA
»(φ*ψ)(t)dt = Γ e~tAn<p(t)dt Γ e-tA»ψ(t)dt
Jo Jo Jo
for any φ, ψGft(Λ) such that <p(t)=ψ(t)=0 for ί<0, we have: <£/,
<£/, φ)(JJ, Λ|Γ>. According to J.L.Lions [12], an X{X) valued distribution
with this property is called the distribution semigroup. It is also immediate to
see that
(U*φ){t)f= lim Γ e-«-τ)A»φ(τ)fdτ , 0<^<oo ,
«-><» Jo
for all φ^Co(R)y φ{t)=0 for * < 0 , and for a l l / e Z ; and this justifies the defi-
nition of t/* in Theorem 3.3.
In view of the above remark we may also denote the distribution semi-
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group U by e~iA, i.e.
(e-tA*f)(t) = lim Γ e-«-τ)An
»-*»<*> J o
fθΓ/eLίIIι((0,oo);<X).
REMARK. For n> —β, put
S
n
(t)= \ e-TA»dτt 0<t<oo .Jo
It is immediate from Theorem 3.3 to verify that, for each ί,*S
n
(ί) converges
strongly, as n->oo, to a bounded operator S(t)G-C(X). The semigroup pro-
perty of e~tA» now implies that
S(t)S(s) = Γ {S(s+τ)—S(τ)}dτ , 0<t, s<oo .
Jo
Such a family S(t) of operator is called by Arendt [1, 2] integrated semigroup.
For the univalent linear operator, it is known that an operator A is the generator
of a locally Lipschitz continuous, integrated semigroup if and only if A satisfies
the Hille-Yosida Condition, cf. Kellerman and Hieber [10].
We now proceed to the study of the evolution equation
duldt+AuΞBf(t),
with a multivalued linear operator A satisfying the Condition (H-Y). Here,
/: [0, T]->X is a given continuous function, u^3){A) is an initial value, and
u: [0, T]->X is an unknown function.
We shall prove the existence and uniqueness of strict solution of (E) by
using the semigroup e~tA. By the strict solution we mean:
DEFINITION. A function u is called strict solution of(E) if u^C\[0, T]\ X)
with u(ϋ)=u0 and if u satisfies the equation of (E) at every point 0<:t<T; in
particular, u{t)^3){A) for every
If a strict solution u exists, then W'(0)G {f(0)—Au0} Γ\3)(A)\ this shows that
the condition
(C)
is a compatibility condition to be always satisfied in seeking the strict solution
of (E). Furthermore, if (C) takes place, then the set £D(A) Π {/(0)—Au0} always
consists of a single point; the proof is the same as in Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.4. Let A satisfy the Condition (H-Y). If feC\[09T];X)
and if uQ^W(A) with the compatibility condition (C), then the function given by
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(3.5)
is a strict solution of (E). Conversely, any strict solution of (E) with / e £ ( [ 0 , T]
X) and with UQ ^3)(A) is necessarily of the form (3.5), and hence is unique.
Proof. Let us first prove the existence. Let igo}=£)(A)Γl {/(0) — AuQ},
and consider a sequence of function defined by
u
n
(t) = Γ ί χ , + f e-w*»f{τ)dτ , 0<t^Ty n> -β ,Jo
where tto,»=t*o+fΓ1{/(O)— g
o
}> n> —β. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, u
n
 converges
to the function u of (3.5) pointwisely. In addition, operating A
n9 we have:
i
o
t ftp-(t-r)A
n
Here we used Theorem 2.2 to obtain that
)-g
o
)} = / ( 0 ) -
Λ
(note that/(0)— ^ 0G^4w0). As a consequence, we conclude that Anun(t) also con-
verges to a function f{t)—g(t) pointwisely, where
g(t) = e-tAg0+(e-<A*f')(t),
is a continuous function. Then the proof is immediate. Indeed, from u
n
(t)=
(Xo—A
n
)-\XO—An)un(t) for some λo<Min{/3n; n> —β}9 it is verified that u(t)
=(λ
o
-^)- 1 {λ 0 w(0-/(0+^)>> i e. u(t)ζΞ3){A) and g(t)e=f(t)-Au(t) for every
0<t< T. On the other hand, letting n-^oo in
u
n
(t)-u0,n = [' {f{τ)-Anun{τ)}dτ ,Jo
we see that u(t)-Uo = ('ί(τ)έίr, i.e. ut=C\[Oy T];X) and w'^^.Jo
Now, let us prove the uniqueness of strict solution. Let u be a strict solu-
tion of (E). Then we have:
3τ
Note here that, since/(T)—w'(τ)e^4«(τ), Theorem 2.2 yields that
A
n
u(τ) = - n {n(n+^)" 1 - l } a(τ) = n
Therefore by integration it follows that
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u(t)-e-'A- «o = nin+A)-1 [ έΓ<'-τ»»/(τ) dτ
Jo
Γ
 ( M
 '(T) </T .
Jo
Let w-»oo, then the formula (3.5) is verified from the Theorems 3.2 and 3,3
and from the Lemma 2.5. Indeed, note that
Γ e-«~
r)A
»f(τ) dτ (resp. Γ *-<*-**. u'{τ) dr\
-> (e-fA*f) (t) (resp. (<ΓM*w') (*)) for
and that e M*/(resρ. e M*w') takes values in W{A).
REMARK. In the case when A is univalent linear operator, the existence
and uniqueness of strict solution of (E) under (H-Y) had been first proved by
Da Prato and Sinestrari [4] but without using any semigroup generated by A.
Afterward, Kellerman and Hieber [10] published a simplified proof using the
integrated semigroup.
4. Abstract Degenerate Evolution Equations
This section is devoted to studying abstract degenerate linear evolution equa-
tions in a Hubert space. Throughout this section X denotes a Hubert space
with the scalar product ( , )
x
.
We begin with generalizing a known fact that the maximal accretive linear
operators in X generate contraction semigroups on X to the multivalued linear
operators. The definition of "maximal accretive" for the multivalued linear
operators is quite analogous to that for the univalent linear operators. Indeed,
DEFINITION. A multivalued linear operator A in X is called accretive
operator if
Re (/, u)
x
>0 for all u<=ίD(A) and all f^Au .
An accretive multivalued linear operator which has no strict extension of accre-
tive operator is called maximal accretive operator.
It is proved by the similar argument as for the univalent operator (there-
fore we may omit the proof) that a multivalued linear operator A is maximal
accretive if and only if A is accretive with a range condition 3l(XQ—A)=X for
some λ
o
<O.
We then have:
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a multivalued linear operator in X such that A—β
maximal accretive with some real number β more precisely, let
(4.1) Re(/,«)*>/3|MI2 for all u^3){A) and all f^Au
zΰith
is
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(4.2) &(\0-A) = X for some \<β.
Then, p(A)ZD(— <χ>, β) and an estimate
IKλ-iίΠ^^l/lλ-^l for \<β
holds; that is, A satisfies the Hille-Yosida Condition (H-Y) with M = 1.
Proof. Let \<β. For u^W{A) and f(Ξ(k-A) u, it follows from (4.1)
that
Re(λn-/,ιι)
x
^i8|M|i or Re(/, u)
x
ζ(X-β) \\u\\\ .
Therefore, INIχ^| |/ | |χ/|λ—β\. This shows that (λ—A)'1 is a univalent
operator satisfying
^rVHx Slλ-iβl"Ml/Hz far f<=St(K-A).
To complete the proof it therefore suffices to verify that 5£(λ—A)=X for all
λ</3. By assumption this is the case when λ=λ 0 . Consider then λ such that|λ—λol<|λo—£|. For any / e X , put /i={l+(λ—λo)(λo—A)'1}'1/ (note
that IKλo-iίΠljβη^ I \-β I -1) and put u^Xo-Ay1^ then j^+ίλ-λoίw
and /e(λ—-4)«;'i.e. iR(λ—i4)=X We shall then repeat the same kind of
argument for X1 such that 3i(\ι—A)=:X has been established and shall complete
the proof.
By virtue of Theorem 3.2, a multivalued linear operator A such that A—β
is maximal accretive generates a semigroup e"tΛ on the whole space X with an
estimate lk"Ml|χ(χ)^β~^, 0^ί<co (remember that X=ΪZJ(Z)+^0 from Theo-
rem 2.6).
In addition, let
r duidt+AuΞ>f(t),(E)
 W
be an evolution equation in X with A such that A—β is maximal accretive.
In the present case the compatibility condition (C) is only that uQ^3){A). In-
deed, since AUQ^Q+AQ with an arbitrary f
o
^Au
o
 and since AO is a linear sub-
space (from (ϋ) in Sec. 2), we observe from Theorem 2.6 that
where f(O)—f
o
=gQ-\~ho with £0e.2)(^l) and ho^AO; hence the condition (C).
We then obtain by virtue of Theorme 3.4 that, if feC\[Q, T];X) and if
)9 then the function
ιι(0 = e'tA «b+Γ e-«-*)Af{τ) dτ,
Jo
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is a unique strict solution of (E).
Applying these results, let us now study abstract evolution equations in
X which are degenerate with respect to the time derivative.
Consider first:
where M and L are univalent linear operators in X with S)(L)C.ίD(M). f:
[0, T]->X is a given continuous function, uQ is an initial value, and υ: [0, T]-^
J3)(L) is an unknown function. We change the unknown function to u(t)=Mυ(t)
then, (D-E.l) is rewritten in the non degenerate form (E) with A=LM~ι. As-
sume here that
(4.3) ^{LvyMv)x>β\\Mv\\2x for all v&W(L) and
(4.4) &(Λ0M-L) = X for some V</3.
Then A—β is shown to be maximal accretive in X. Indeed, let f&Au; then,
(/, u)
x
=(Lv, Mv)
x
 with some ϋ6^)(I) such t h a t / = L ^ and Mv=u; so that,
(4.1) follows immediately from (4.3). On the other hand, let f^X; from (4.4),
/ = ( \ 0 M - L ) U with some v^3){L)\ put here u=Mv, then M G M ( 5 ) ( L ) ) = ^ )
and/e(λ 0 —A)u y i.e. (4.2). Therefore we have:
Theorem 4.2. Let (4.3) and (4.4) be satisfied. For any ft=C\[O, T]; X)
and any UQGLM(3)(L))} there exists a unique strict solution v of (D-E.l) such that
(4.5) Mv<=C\[09T]',X) and LV<=ΞC([0, T];X).
Proof. Rewrite (D-E.l) into (E) in the way described above. It is then
easy to see that u—Mv is a strict solution of (E) if and only if v is a strict solution
of (D-E.l) in the sense of (4.5). Similarly, u
o
^£)(A) if and only if
Consider next:
Γ / n (M*d(Mv)ldt+Lv=M*f(t),
E 2 )
where M is a bounded linear operator in X the adjoint of which is denoted by
M* and where L is a univalent linear operator in X. f: [0, T]-+X is a given
function, uQ is an initial value, and v: [0, T\-*£)(L) is an unknown function.
Changing the unknown function to u(i)=Mv(t), (D-E.2) is written in the
form
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\M*duldt+LM-1u3M*f(t),<4 6)
Moreover, introducing a multivalued linear operator
(4.7)
(4.6) is finally written in the non degenerate form (E).
Assume here that there exists a real number β with the following condi-
tions:
(4.8) Re(Lv,v)
x
>β\\Mυ\\2
x
 for all V<Ξ3){L)\ and
(4.9) ^(λoM*M~L)35l(M*) for some \><β.
Then A—β is maximal accretive in X. Indeed, iίf^Au, there exists by (4.7)
some v^3)(L) such that M*f=Lv and Mv=u; so that (f,u)
x
=(f,Mv)
x
=
(Lv,v)
x
; hence (4.1) is verified from (4.8). In addition, for a n y / e X , there
exists from (4.9) v^3)(L) such that M*f=(XQM*M—L)v; put u=Mv, then
VGLM'1 U and \
o
u—/^(M*)"1 Lα; therefore, in view of Theorem 2.3, u^3)(A)
and/e(λo--4)w, i.e. (4.2).
Thus we obtain:
Theorem 4.3. Let (4.8) and (4.9) fc satisfied. For any / ^ ^ ( [ O , Γ]; X)
and any u
o
^X such that
(4.10) uQ = Mυ0 and Lvo(=Sl(M*) with some
ίλertf mrtf a unique strict solution v of (D-E.2) in a sense that
(4.11) MvtΞC\[0, T];X) and Lv^C{[0, T];X).
Proof. It is immediate to verify that a function u=Mv is a strict solution
of (£), where A is defined by (4.7) ,if and only if v is a strict solution of (D-E.2)
satisfying (4.11). On the other hand, uQ^W(A) is equivalent to (4.10).
Under a stronger condition than (4.9) it is possible to handle an equation
, {M*d(Mzv)ldt+Ln = g(t), 0<Ξf<;7\
(
 ' ' ' \ Mw(0) = v0.
In fact, assume in addition to (4.8) that
(4.12) \0M*M—L has a univalent and bounded inverse on X with some
Then, changing the unknown function w(t) to v(t)=w(t)+(X0M*M—L)~1 g(t),
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we can rewite (D-E.2)' into (D-E.2) with
f(t) = MiXoMtM-L)-1 {g'(t)+\og(t)}
and with
(4.13) u0 = vQ+M(X,M*M-Lγι g{ϋ).
Therefore, the Theorem 4.3 provides:
Theorem 4.4. Let (4.8) and (4.12) be satisfied. For any g&C\[0, Γ]; X)
and any v
o
^X such that
(4.14) v
o
 = Mw
o
 and Lw
o
-g(O)(=gi(M*) with some «ι
o
e5)(L),
there exists a unique strict solution w o/(D-E.2)'.
Proof. The only thing to be verified is that, if v0 satisfies (4.14), then u0
determined by (4.13) satisfies (4.10). But this is an easy calculation.
REMARK. Povoas studied in [14] the strong solution of the equation quite
similar to (D-E.2)'; she proved, under analogous conditions to ours, existence
and uniqueness of the strong solution in the Hubert space L2((0, T); X) for
£GL2((0, T)\X) and (essentially) for c
o
eM(ί)(L)).
Let us finally consider
(Mduldt+Lu =
where M and L are densely defined univalent linear operators in X with W(L*)
CiZ^M*), M* and L* being the adjoint operators of M and L respectively.
(D-E.3) is the adjoint problem of (D-E.l). Using a multivalued linear opera-
tor A==M"ιLy (D-E.3) is also written in the form (E).
We assume, with some real number /3, the conditions:
(4.15) Re( jL*f,M*f)
x
^i8 | |M*| | | i for £e=5)(L*), and
(4.16) 3i(λ0M*--L*) = X for some λ o </3.
Then, by the same argument as for (D-E.l), we conclude that ^ ( M * ) " 1 — β is a
maximal accretive operator in X. As a consequence, its adjoint {L*(M*)-1} *—β
is also maximal accretive (for the definition of the adjoint of multivalued linear
operators, see the Remark below). Denote <Jl= {/^(M*)""1}* and consider
From the Theorem 4.1, there exists a unique strict solution of (<?) for any /
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cable to various hyperbolic differential equations. The main purpose of this
paper is, however, only to check the Assumptions we made in Section 4 in each
example. It remains, as a subsequent work, to analyze more detailed properties
of the strict solutions and to apply them to other problems.
FUNCTION SPACES. Let Ω be a region in Rn. Ck(Ω), k=0,1, 2, •••, (resp.
C°°(Ω)) denotes the function space of &-times continuously (resp, infinitely) dif-
ferentiable functions in Ω. -S*(Ω), &=0, 1, 2, •••, is a subsapce of Ck(Ω) consist-
ing of functions with bounded derivatives up to order k. Co(Ω) is the space of
functions in C°°(Ω) with compact supports in Ω, Cί(Ω)' is the space of distribu-
tions in Ω. Hk(Ω), k=0, 1,2, •••, denotes the Sobolev space with the norm
|| ||
Λ
 and the scalar product ( , )k; H°(Ω)=L2(Ω) and the norm || ||0 (resp. the
product ( , )0) is abbreviated as || || (resp. by ( , •)) if there is no fear of con-
fusion. The closure of Co(Ω) in Hk(Ω) is denoted by Hk0(Ω); #-*(Ω)=#S(Ω)' and
the scalar product between H*(Ω) and H~k(Ω) is denoted by < , >ifS(Ω)xtf-*(Ω).
EXAMPLE 5.1.
(5.1) \
I m(x) w(Oy x) = vo(x), —
, -oo<*<oo ,
oo<#<oo
 #
Here, m(x) is a characteristic function of some measurable set AcR (i.e. m{x)—\
for x&Ay m(x)=0 for x$A), g(t, x) is a given function, v
o
(x) is an initial func-
tion, and w=w(t, x) is an unknown function.
Let us consider the problem in X=L2(R). Let M be the multiplication
operator of the function m(x)y M is a bounded operator on X> and clearly M*=M
and M2=M. Therefore (5.1) can be formulated in the form
5 lM*d(Mw)ldt+Lw =
in Xy where L=d/dx with W(L)=H\R)y L being a closed linear operator in X.
Obviously, (5.2) is of form (D-E.2)' in Section 4 or of form (D-E.2) if g(tf x)=
m(x)f(t,x).
Since Re(Lv, v)=0 for every v^3){L)y these M and L satisfy (4.8) with
β=Q. So the question is whether (4.9) or (4.12) is satisfied. We shall investi-
gate this problem for some specific characteristic functions m(x).
1) A = (— oo9a)(J(b, co) (a<b). In this case, (4.12) is valid. Indeed,
consider a problem
(5.3) tn(x) v+dv/dx = f(x), — °o
and seek for any/eL 2(Λ) a solution v in H\R). Obviously, (5.3) consists of
three problems: v1+dvjdx=f(x) in x<a, under vλ{— oo)=0; dv2jdx—f{x) in
a<x<b, under v2(a)=υ1(a); and vzJrdvzjdx=f{x) in b<xy under v3(b)=v2(b).
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([0, T] X) and any
On the other hand, it is verified that
Jl = { L * ( M * ) - 1 } * D ( M * * ) - 1 L * * D M - 1 L = A .
This then shows that the equation (E) with A=M~1 L which was induced from
the original equation (D-E.3) can be extended to a well-posed equation (6).
Thus we have proved:
Theorem 4.5. Let (4.15) and (4.16) be satisfied. For any feC\[0, T]; X)
and any t/
o
ej®(L) such that Lu
o
&<k(M), there exists a unique strict solution of the
extended equation (δ) induced from (D-E.3).
REMARK. Let A be a multivalued linear operator in X. The adjoint
operator A* of A is defined by
ξ &£)(A*) if and only if ξ is orthogonal to A0 (hence, from (ii)
in Sec. 2 the product (Au> ξ)
x
 is defined as a single value for
every u^W{A)) and there exists φ&X such that
(Au,ξ)
x
 = (u,φ)
x
 for all u*=W(A)
A*ξ = { φ e Z ; (Au, ζ)
x
 = (II, φ)
x
 for all U<Ξ3){A)} .
It is not difficult to verfy that A* is also a mαltivalued linear operator.
Moreover, analogous results to the univalent operator are verified: Ad A**,
( i ί * ) - ^ ^ - 1 ) * , (AB)*aB*A* for two multivalued linear operators, etc. If A
is maximal accretive, so is the adjoint A*.
It is also possible to handle an equation
(DE3V
{
 ' '
 ]
 U ( 0 ) = w0,
in X9 if we assume in addition a condition:
(4.17) \QM—L has a univalent and bounded inverse on X with some number
Indeed, change the unknown function w(t) to u(t)=w(t)+(X0M—L)~~ι g{t), then
(D-E.3)' is reduced to (D-E.3) with
f(t) =
and with Uz=wQ+(XQM-Lyιg(0).
5. Examples
We should like to show that the results in the preceding section are appli-
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And by an elementary calculation, a function v given by v~v
x
 for x<a, v=v2
for a<x<b and v=v3 for b<x> is seen to be a solution of (5.3) and to belong
to H\R) with IMI^Const. | |/ | | . This shows that, for any / e l , (M+L) v=f
has a unique solution v^W(L) with |H|<^ Const. | | / | | hence (4.12) with λo= — 1.
2) A=(a, oo). Consider similarly the problem (5.3). We observe in this
case that the first problem of (5.3): dvjdt=f(x) in x<a, does not admit any
solution in H\(—oo9 a)) in general f o r / e L 2 ((— oo, a)); this means that (4.12)
is no longer valid. To the contrary, (4.9) is valid. In fact, it suffices to show
that an equation
(5.4) m(x) v+dv/dx = m(x)f(x), — oo < * < oo ,
admits a solution v^H\R) for any/eL2(i2). And this is true since the equ-
ation is essentially: v~\-dv/dx=f(x) in a<x, under an initial condition v(a)=0.
3) A={— oo,a). Neither of (4.9) and (4.12) is valid. In fact, consider
the equation (5.4); then, since dvjdx=0 for a<x, any solution v in H\R) must
be: v(x)=v(a) for all a<x; so that υ(a) must be 0; but this is impossible in gen-
eral, since v-\-dv/dx=f(x) in x<a, under the conditions v(— oo)=v(a)=0.
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider Maxwell's equation
« * f r o « t f =—f, ro«tf=
in J?3, where E (resp. H) denotes the electric (resp. magnetic) field intensity,
B (resp. D) denotes the electric (resp. magnetic) flux density, and where / is
the current density.
We assume that the medium which fills the space Rz is linear but may be
anisotropic and nonhomogeneous, that is,
with some 3x3 matrices £(x), μ(x) and σ(x), Λ G Λ 3 , where / ' is a (given)
forced current density. Then the equation is:
θ/*(*) 0 \(E\ (0 -rot\(E\ (a(x)0\(E\
=
JJ'(t9x)\
dt\ 0 Mxv \HJ Vrot 0 )\HI \ 0 0/Vί/7 \ 0 / '
or
(5.5) mU^+Eaim-+b(x)to=g(t,x) in [0, T]χR3
dt 1=1 dXi
with
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and with some 6x6 symmetric matrices ah i= 1, 2, 3.
£(x)y μ(x) and σ(x) are assumed to be real matrices the components of
which are bounded measurable functions in R3. In addition, it is assumed that
(5.6) S(x) is symmetric and > 0 for every x&R3
(5.7) there exist some δ>0 and γΞ>0 such that
({-yε(*)+σ(x)}?,f)^δ||f| |2 for ξ<=R3
uniformly in x^R3; and
(5.8) μ(x) is symmetric and > δ > 0 uniformly in x^R3.
Then we can formulate the problem (5.5) in an abstract form
iMd(Mw)ldt+Lw = g(t)
(Mw(0) = v0
in the space X={L2(R3)}6, using a bounded multiplication operator M—\/c(x)
on X and a closed linear operator L
(5.10)
Lv = ij α, —
i 8Λ?
Since M=M*, the equation (5.9) is of the form (D-E.2)'. Let us verify so that
the Conditions (4.8) and (4.12).
Let first ve Y= {H\R3)}6dW(L). Then it is observed that
V y-i dx{ /
so that
Re (Lz;, ^) = Re (6(Λ?) V, V) = Re (σ(Λ ) E, E),
where v=(E,H). The conditions (5.7) and (5.8) then yield that, for any
λ < - M a x { γ , 1},
(5.11) Re (Lv, v)>δ(\\E\\2+WW2)-Ύ(e(x) Ey E)-(μ(x) H, H)
>8(\\E\\2+\\H\\2)+Xi(S(x)EfE)+(μ(x)HiH)}
(5.12) = δ | H
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This estimate in fact holds for all the functions v&<D(L), for, if U G 5 ) ( I ) , there
exists a sequence v
n
^Y such that v
n
-+v and Lv
n
-+Lv in X(consider for example
the mollifϊer of v). Thus it has been in particular verified that (4.8) is valid with
/3=-Max{<y,l}.
Let us next verify (4.12), i.e. λM 2 —L has a bounded inverse on X for
λ<—Max {γ, 1}. Since (5.12) yields that
\\(\M2-L)v\\>8\\v\\ for all ^G^(L),
it is observed that \M2—L is one to one and has a closed range. Therefore it
surfices to verify that 5l(λ,M2-L)-L= {0}. Let w^3i{\M2-Lγ then, clearly
w(Ξ3)(L*) and (λM 2 -L*) w=0. On the other hand, since
( Σ af -?£, to) = (ω, XM2 w-b(x)*w) for all <pt=C?(R3).
we observe that « ; G 5 ) ( L ) . Hence, from (5.12)
δ IMI 2+λ \\Mw\\2^Re (Lω, to} = Re (w, L*«0 = λ | |Mw||2,
i.e. w=0.
REMARK. Equations of form (5.5), even with some boundary condition,
have been already studied by Duvaut-Lions [18], Lax-Phillips [11], Povoas [13],
etc. Our assumptions are analogous to Povoas [13] in which she studied the
strong solution of (5.5) in Ω c Λ 3 with some boundary condition.
EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider an equation of the form
( dujdt+(a (x) V) u+Vp = /(ί, x) in [0, T] X R3
(5.13) 0 in [0,
, x) = u
o
(x) in R3.
Here, a(x) (resp. f(tyx)) is a given function of ΛJGΛ3 (resp. of (t, x)e [0, T] X R3)
with values in R3, u=(u1(t) x), u2(t, x)y uz(t, x)) and p=p(t, x) are unknown func-
tions, and UQ(X) is an initial function.
Under the assumption that
{ α(#)ediva and is a real valued function within R3
let us verify that (5.13) can be formulated as an abstract evolution equation of
the form
Uuldt+AuΞ>f(t),
' 1 «(0) - Mo,
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in the space X={L2(R3)}3, using a suitable maximal accretive, multivalued
linear operator A.
Let X=X<r-\-X<? be the orthogonal decomposition of X with
X9 = clousure of {MG(ft(Λ3))3; div u = 0 in R3} in X ,
X? = Xϊ = iVPeΞX;peΞL
2
/oc(R3)} .
Let P: X^X
σ
 denote the projection. Since ( 1 - P ) ^ ( S P 1 [ 2 |^ | f 3*
[M,. ]])y=i,2,3, it is observed that 1 — P is continuous in the IP-norm also; this
means that P is bounded on {H\R3)}3 and defines a decomposition of -X^
{^(Λ3)}3 with X}=X\+X\, where Xi^PX 1 and X\={\-P)X\ By the
similar reason, 1— P and P are continuous in the iϊ^-norm and can be extended
on {H~\R3)Ϋ\ this then defines a decomposition of X'1= {H-\R3)}3 with
f\ where X'^PX'1 and X ^ = ( l - P ) Z" 1. Moreover,
X-1 = closure of {wG(C5°(Λ3))3; div w = 0 in R3} in
Now let us define a multivalued linear operator A in X by
ί 5)(iί) = { « e l
σ
; ( φ ) . V) tt+^eZ with some
1 J
 μ M = { ( α ( ^ ) . V ) « + ^ ; ^ G ^ 1 for which « * )
Then the equation (5.15) with this operator A can be considered as an abstract
formulation of (5.13) in X.
The operator A is in fact shown to be maximal accretive in X. Let UGLS){A)
a n d / e A / ; then, f—(a(x) V) u+g with ^ G l ^ 1 . Let p
a
* be the mollifier, and
denote <p
a
=p
s
*φ for <ptECZ(R3y. Then if follows from (5.14) that
(/βt "a) = ((*• V) «a, κ
δ
)+([>δ*> Λ V] ii,
= ~(iia, (Λ V) ««)+([pβ*» Λ # V] M,
= - K , / a ) + 2 R e ([P δ*, α V] «, u8)+2Re (g8, uB).
[p«*> Λ V] is the commutator of p
δ
* and α V, and it is known that [p
δ
*, α V]-*
0 strongly on L\R3) as δ->0 from α G ^ i ί 3 ) } 3 . Since g*=-Vps with some
pι^C(R3), and since uH-+u9 in Z with some wrte {£ίΓ(Λ3)}3, divz/Λ=0(w=
1, 2, 3, •••); we see that (gi9 wδ)=0. Therefore, Re (/, u)=0 i.e. A is accretive.
In order to verify that <R(X—A)=X for λ < 0 , we first notice that jR(λ—A)
is a closed subspace of X. Indeed, Re (/, u)=0 for f^Au implies that
IMl£ll/ll/|λ| for/e(λ- i4) i ι ; therefore, iff
n
(Ξ(\-A)u
n
 andf
n
-+finXy then
M
Λ
 converges to some u in X; while, A is a closed operator by the definition
(5.16); hence, u&3){A) and f^(\—A)u. Let us next consider an element
which is orthogonal to 5i(λ—A). Since z; is orthogonal in particular to
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A0=Xpy v must be in Xσ. In addition, since Xla3){A) and (a V) u^Au for
l , we have:
0 = (\u—(a-V)u,v) = <u, Xv—(α V)t;>^χ^-i
therefore, 0=<Pw, λ^—(α V)t>>χiX;r-i=<(«^λfl—Pίtf V)^*1**-1 for any
X1, i.e. \v-P(a-V)v=0 in X"1. This then shows that v<Ξ.S){A) and 0 e
(λ—A) v; so that v=0, i.e. <R(Λ—A)=X for λ < 0 .
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let
(5.17)
in [0,Γ]xΩ
on [0, Γ]x9Ω
in Ω
be a Poisson-wave equation in a (bounded or unbounded) region Ωci2 n with a
smooth boundary 3Ω. m(x) and g(t,x) are given functions; in particular,
wί(#)>0 is allowed to vanish in a bounded subset of Ω. v=v(t> x) is an unkown
function. And v
o
(x) and v
λ
(x) are initial functions.
Setting v
o
—v and v^dvjdt, we rewrite the equation in a system
\0 m(x)J dt \0 m(x)J \υj \A Oj \vj \g(t, x)J
Then an abstract formulation of (5.17) in the space L2{CΪ) is:
[Md(MW)ldt+LW=G(ή, O^t^T,
( 5 1 8 )
 \MW(0)=V
o
,
MO)
in the product space X= x , where
IMP)
Wt,x)J \g(t,x)J Wx))
M=ι j is a multiplication operator in X. L=—( ) is a closed linear
\0 m(xy * ^ VΔ 0/
H*(Ω)Γ\Hl(Q)
operator in X with iD(L)= X . Thus (5.18) is an equation of form
mo)
(D-E.2)' in Section 4.
Assume here that
(5.19) weL~(Ω); m(x)>0, Λ G Ω ; and for sufficiently large JR,
tn(x)>8>0, Λ G Ω - Ω
Λ
, where Ω
Λ
 = {#eΩ; |JC|
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Then M and L are shwon to satisfy the conditions (4.8) and (4.12).
To see this let us first verify:
Lemma 5.1. liNIT=v/||Vtt||o+ll»w||o defines an equivalent norm in the
space Hl(Ω).
Proof. Clearly, IMΠ^Max {1, IMIrWIMl!, wei/J(Ω). On the other
hand, let ψ^Co(Rn\ 0^-ψ ^ l , such that supp ψdi\x\ <>R+1} and ψ = l on
{\x\<R}> Then, from (5.19),
IMIo =
< I
In addition, according to the Poincarέ inequality, we have:
(note that ψueHl(ΩM+ι)). Hence, | |« | | i<C \\u\\Ί, u^H^Ω), with some constant
C.
Hereafter we shall equip the space Ho(Ω) with the norm || ||"J in stead of
|| II,, therefore for F=(f)<ΞX, \\F\\X=V \\ffl?+W' Let V=fa)eφ{L).
Then, V/ W
(LV, V)
x
 = -(V©!, V»o)o—(»»i» mv
a
)0-(Av0, v^
= 2ilm(Vv(ί,τ7v1)0—(mv1,mv0)0.
Hence, Rt(LV, F)
x
^-{||«β0llo+ll«βillβ} ^ - | | Λ ί F Ί | i , i.e. (4.8) is valid with
β=-l.
Let us next verify (4.12) for λ < 0 . Consider a sesquilinear form
a
λ
(u, v) = (Vw, Vv)0+X2(mu, mv)0, u, v^H^Ω.)
on iϊo(Ω). Since ^
λ
(u,u)>Min ilyX2}\\uW\2y Lax-Milgram's theorem yields
that for any F=('A^Xy there exists a function vo&Hl(Ω) such that
) = (λ»ί/o-/i, v)0 for all
Thanks to the a priori estimate of elliptic operator, this implies that v
o
&H2(Ω) Π
Hl(Ω) and — Av
o
+\2 m2 vQ=Xm
2f0—fv Set υ1=fΌ—Xvo^Ho(Ω)f then it is im-
mediate to observe that V=(V°)^^)(L) and (\M2-L) V=F. Thus (4.12) is
valid for any λ < 0 . J
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